Repton Manor Primary School Topic Planning – Topic Coverage

Year
Group:
5/6

Big
Question
s

Learning Opportunities

Subject
Coverage

Objectives Covered

Cycle 2
Term(s): 1 +
2

What is an
automaton?

Begin with a moving automaton

Design and
Technology

KS2 (5) Design and Technology

Topic: The
Invention of
Hugo Cabret
SS: Explore
moving toys and
objects.

Each child to bring in a moving toy – discuss how
the different toys move.
Then provide children with mechanical things that
they can take apart, look at the moving parts and
discuss how they work.
Who is Georges
Millies?
Can you make a
working
Automaton?

Look at the biography of Georges Millies and step
through it.
Chn to plan their working Automaton.
Chn to develop their DT skills through the build.
Chn to build their automaton.

History

How can you
make an image
move?

Chn to design their story and create flip books.
Research Manga comic book artists. Japanese
Manga culture and how it progresses into Anime.
Chn to then move onto Zoetrope making and
finally create their animations using computing.
Chn to create a composition to accompany their
animation.

Computing
Art: 2, 3

French will be taught as the story is set in France.
Chn can learn how to introduce their story in
French?

French

Tasting French food? Is traditional French food
healthier than English?
Compare Paris and London using tracing paper
overlays and maps.
Compare the physical and human features across
the wider countries.

DT

KS2 14,16

Geography

KS2 (6)
KS2 (4)
KS2 (5b)
KS2 (8)
KS2 (3)

Design and
Technology

MM:
FF: Production
with their
Automatons.
Each child to
write a story to
accompany and
have a theatre
for parents to
watch them.

Can you
accompany film
with sound?
French?

Trips / Visitors:
Learning
Environment:
How do the
physical and
human features
within a city
effect trade?

Music

KS2 (2)
KS2 (3)
KS2 (4)
KS2 (5,6,7)
KS2 (9)

All of music covered

Discovery RE –Teacher to choose big question to
suit individual class

RE

AT1 B Practices and ways of
life
AT2 F Values and commitments
AT1 A
Beliefs, teachings and
sources
AT2 E
Meaning, purpose and truth

